Remote Sensing and Applied Image Analysis 201
Remote Sensing
What is Remote Sensing?
Obtaining information at a distance to be interpreted by our own senses.
Human Senses.
Direct: touch, taste, smell. Indirect (remote): hearing, sight. Our direct senses may also have
elements of remote (touch - heat). Our senses could be better: dogs hear higher frequencies, owls
have better night vision, sharks have better smell. Physics/electronics have bettered our senses. We
do this by sensing what is outside of our own senses and translating it to something within our
senses. Examples: radar, infrared photography.
Conventional Remote Sensing
- collection of data without physical contact
- enhancing our senses (devices senses outside our own range and translates it).
- gives additonal information from viewpoint we can't access (eg. aerial phtography).
History
300 B.C. Aristotle - "Light is a quality, not a substance."
1666 Newton - "White light is actually made up of a spectrum."
1827 AgC1 photography invented. Neg/pos invented.
1858 First aerial photgraphy from a balloon in France.
1931 B&W NIR film.
1939-1945 SONAR and RADAR.
1942 Kodak patents false-colour IR film.
1950's Multi-spectral scanners.
1960 TIROS-1, first meteorological satellite.
1972 Landsat-1 (originally named ERTS-1).
1975 Landsat-2.
1978 Landsat-3.
1982 Landsat-4.
1984 Landsat-5.
1986 SPOT.
1988 IRS-1.
1992 JERS.
1997 Landsat-7 (Landsat-6 blew up on launch).
Types o f Remote Sensing
Active - remote sensing unit provides own illumination source.
SONAR, RADAR, LIDAR, flash photography, x-ray, seismic survey, EM survey.
Passive - external source provides illumination (usually the object itself or the sun).
sight, photography, spectrometry, gravity, magnetics, radiometrics (alpha, beta..).
Key Components o f RS system
Illumination source, reaction of illumination energy with atmosphere, reaction of illumination
and target, characteristics of the sensor.

Human Eye

Cornea does most focussing, lense fine tunes the focus. Pupil controls aperture (amount of
light entering). Cones - colour detection. Rods - brightness (greyscale essentially). Vitreous yellows
with age which affects colour perception, esp blue light.
Cones: good spatial resolution, low sensitivity, require bright light, concentrated in macula,
one cone per brain cell, three types of cones give ROB response.
Rods: one type, much larger than cones - less spatial resolution than cones, more sensitive to
light, several per brain cell, not present in macula, present in peripheral vision and non-central
vision.
Nature of Light
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Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR).
Newton - "Light is particles."
Huygens - "Light is waves."
Einstein - "Wavicle!!!" (photon).
Wave model is acceptable for RS purposes. White light is made up of a spectrum of light.
Visible light is in the range 0.4 - 0.7 pm (blue to red). Our colour perception is not uniform. Humans
can descern more shades of green than any other colour.
Cone and rod (human eye) response peaks (and range): blue 0.42 pm (0.35 -> 0.5), green
0.534 pm (0.4 -> 0.65), red 0.564 pm (0.4 -> 0.68), rods 0.498 pm (0.4 -> 0.6). Note the
closeness of red and green which accounts for colour blindness of these two colours. All cones
activated equally at about 0.47 pm. Red light on submarines which is above 0.6 pm will not

stimulate rods, thus night vision is not impared. Only about 4% of cones are blue.
v= f

v

(light) = 3.00 x 108 ms-1 f = frequency (Hertz) k = wavelength (metres)

Light striking a more dense medium will change wavelength but not frequency. Every object
emits EMR unless at absolute zero.
Black Body Concept
Hypothetical body which emits or absorbs energy with predictable characteristics (obeying
Stefan-Boltzmann Law and Wien's Displacement Law):
Stefan-Boltzmann LawW = a T4 T = temperature (Kelvin) a = constant? W = Watts per cm2
4z
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Wien's Displacement LawAs object gets hotter the emitted radiation peak shifts to a shorter wavelength (eg cold red, hot
blue).
There is no such thing as a perfect black body but some objects approach a black body such as
incandescent light, sun, earth. Objects which are very far from being black body: cyalume stick,
fluorescent light, luminous paint, neon signs.

Atmospher Interplay with E M R
Three scattering types: Rayleigh (the sky is blue), Mie (sunsets are red), non-select (clouds
are white). Rayleigh - EMR hits particle larger than the wavelength and is scattered. Blue has the
shortest wavelength of all visible light and is most affected so blue scattering is dominant and the sky
appears blue. Mie scattering occurs at sunset when sunlight passes through lots of atmosphere to
reach us. More chance for longer wavelength light to scatter and so red scattering becomes dominant.

Non-select scattering is when incident EMR hits huge particles and all wavelengths are scattered
resulting in white light scattering. Water particles in clouds are very big hence clouds allow for nonselect scattering and appear white.
EMR / Target Interaction
Three types of interaction: absorption, transmittance, reflection. Absorption - some mediums
absorb select bands of light (eg. ozone absorbs UV light). Transmittance (eg. red filter) is when only
a select band of light may pass through. Red wine is a red band transmitter. Reflectance is when
solid objects reflect either full band (mirror), or a select band (red apples reflect only red light). Some
objects may absorb one band, change it, and transmit a different band (eg. luminous paint). Semitransparent objects - gold reflects yellow but transmits green (when about three atoms thick).
RS and Spectra
Need to know the spectra of the source, the absorption qualities of the atmosphere, and the
reflective nature of the target.
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Reflective Surfaces
Specular, near-specular, diffuse. In reality there is not such thing as perfect diffuse or perfect
specular. In RS, we like to work with diffuse surfaces because the source/target geometry doesn't
matter.
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Platforms for RS
Three levels of platform: satellite, airborne, ground. Most surveys these days start with sat,
then use air, then use ground truthing.
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Satellite Orbits
Some types:
Low earth orbit (LEO) (200-300 km eg. shuttle).
Polar orbit (700-1000 km orbit eg. Landsat) are usually inclined a few degrees off true polar. Polar
Sun Synchronous means that a polar orbitting satellite will pass the same point on the equator at the
same time each day. Advantage - cheap to put into orbit. Disadvantages - low dwell time per pixel
because fast orbit speed, diurnal aliasing (shadow change), ground network required.
Geosynchronous/geostationary orbit (approx 36000 km with period of 1 siderial day (23h 56m) eg.
weather or communications) also called Clarke Orbit after Arthur Clarke. Advantages - constant area
of view, good coverage, good temporal resolution, easy navigation, no tracking antenna required,
communications arc easy. Disadvantages - no polar coverage (60° N/S limit of use), poor spatial
resolution, expensive to launch into orbit, difficult maintenance if any.
Molniya (very eccentric (perigee 460, apogee 40000)).
Some terms used: Apogee - distance from centre to furthest point on orbit path. Perigee - distance
from centre to closest point on orbit path. Eccentricity (e) - amount of elipticity (examples- circle 0,
middle clipsc 0.5, line 1).
At orbit height of 200 km atmospheric drag occurs. Polar and geosynchronous orbits are the most
useful.
Airborne Platforms
Advantages - cheap to build, variable resolution (change altitude), less atmospheric problems,
high temporal resolution (fly over the same spot as often as you like), good SNR (signal to noise

ratio), possibly better spectral resolution? Disadvantages - slow coverage speed, weather dependant,
deployment expensive (chartered aircraft or custom survey), flight path permission or inaccuracy.

Correcting pitch, roll, yaw: done with gyroscopic housing or gimbled housing, alternatively just
record the attitude parameters for post-processing.
Ground Platforms
Vehicle mounted (eg cherry picker). Handheld units such as PIMA with 4000 channel
spectral resolution and 1 cm2 spatial resolution.
Sensors
Passive or active. Passive using visible light: panchromatic (black and white - all colours as
one channel), multispectral (a channel for each of several bands of colour), hyperspectral (like
multispectral but with thousands of channels). Active sensors that produce images: RADAR,
LIDAR.
Conventional photography: monochrome (panchromatic) with 0.3 -> 0.7 pm response. Filters can
reduce this bandwidth. B&W IR film 0.3 -> 0.9 pm. Colour IR film uses NIR, red, green (ROB).
Vegetation looks brights red on colour IR film because photosynthesis emits lots of NIR. Problem
with conventional photography is topographic distortion (towers appear to fall away from the centre
of view). Reduce this by increasing the distance to the target and using a zoom lense.
Return Beam Videcon - B&W video using filters to reconstruct RGB. Have non-linear brightness
response (glare - trail of light, flare - desensitisation due to bright light).
Multi-spectral scanners - Optical systems splits light. One or more detector for each spectral band
(channel). Nowadays - charge-coupled devices (CCDs) are used. CCDs have linear brightness
response.

Cross-Track Scanners (aka Across-Track Scanners, aka Whisk-broom Scanners)
Eg. Landsat. Mirror sweeps perpendicular to flight direction. Small dwell time. Suffer from
tan-theta distortion.
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Along-Track Scanners (aka Push-broom Scanners)
Use CCDs (linear detection array), low power required, small, efficient, linear response,
longer dwell time per pixel. Long dwell time allows for small IFOV. Dwell time and IFOV trade each
other off.

Scanner Distortions
Topographic, geometric, tan-theta.
Tan-theta distortion: cross-track scanners scan equal angle per time, not equal distance/area per time.
This means that edge pixels represent larger ground area than nadir pixels. The result is an image
which seems as if the extremities have been squashed in towards the nadir-line.
Some Common RS Satellites
Landsat, SPOT, POES (with AVHRR).
Landsat Series
Began 1972, originally called ERTS-1 (Earth Resource Technology Satellite). Six Landsat
satellites have been successfully launched. One failed (blew up on launch). Currently Landsat-5 and
Landsat-7 are operational. Landsat-4 is in "parking orbit".
The orbit: near polar (9° inclined), sun-synchronous. Has a 900 km nominal altitude (Landsat-1,2,3),
705 km for Landsat-4 and 5,700 km for Landsat-7. Zero eccentricity (theoretically). Orbit period of
about 103 minutes (Landsat-1,2,3) and 99 minutes for Landsat-4,5,7. 16 or 18 day complete
coverage of the earth (depends on which generation satellite). Overlap of swath is 14% at equator and
up to 85% at higher latitudes. No images available above 81° latitude.
The sensors:
Landsat-1,2,3 had three channel return beam videcons (three cameras at one location with
filters over them to produce RGB). Had 185 x 185 km field of view with 80 m resolution. Spectral
sensitivity similar to colour IR (0.475 -> 0.575 pm, 0.580 -> 0.680 pm, 0.690 -> 0.830 pm).
Landsat-1,2,3 also had MSS (multispectral scanner). This was cross-track scanner with mirror, four
channels (green, red, two NIR) of 6-bit spectral resolution each. This was also 185 km swath width
and 80 m spatial resolution.
Landsat-4,5 kept the MSS (as a backup) but introduced the Thematic Mapper (TM) as the
primary sensor. This is a seven channel multispectral scanner (R, G, B, NIR, MIR, MIR, TIR), of
8-bit each. Resolution is 30 m for bands 1,2,3,4,5,7 and 120 m for band 6. Has inbuilt calibration to
black body.
Band
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2
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Response
Common uses
blue
shallow water penetration, soil, vegetation
green
vegetation
red
absorbs this
.
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NIR
vegetation type (healthy = high reponse)., delineate H20 body
MIR
vegetation moisture content cloud/snow discrimination
TIR
heat, vegetation stress, geology, soil moisture thermal mapping
MIR
geological tool, rock type discrimination

Landsat-7 contains ETM+ (advanced thematic mapper plus). 99 minutes orbit period, 16 day
coverage of earth, 10am equator pass (sun-synchronous), 8 bands (TM bands with improved band 6
resolution (60 metres) and a panchromatic band of 15 metre resolution). Landsat-7 may also contain
a standard TM sensor on board as a backup?
SPOT (Systeme Pour l'Observation de la Terre)
Three SPOT satellites in orbit, all identical. 832 km orbit height, sun-synchronous orbit
inclined 8.7° from polar, 26 day repeat cycle, 10 metre resolution panchromatic, 65 km swath width.
SPOT sensors: Two identical high resolution visible (HRV). Two modes of operation: 10 metre
panchromatic, 20 metres multispectral mode (colour IR). HRV are directional (for creating stem)
pairs). One is nadir (60 km swath width), one is 27° off-nadir (zenith) to either the left or right giving
an 80 km swath width.

POES (with AV H R R )
Controlled by NOAA, free to ground signal (need kit and computer). Main sensor is the
AVHRR (advanced very high resolution radiometer). Has 4 or 5 channels (depends which generation
satellite). Polar orbiting inclined 8.9°, sun-synchronous, 833 km altitude, 102 minute period, 4 or 5
day repeat cycle, cross-track scanner, 2400 km swath width. IFOV 1.4 mrad. Nadir gives 1.1 km
pixels, off-nadir 2.4 km pixels (along-track), off-nadir 6.9 km pixels (cross-track).
AVHRR: 12-bit data (4096 levels of reflectance). Used for cloud monitoring, cloud temperature
(thus height), snow cover, flood monitoring, vegetation mapping, etc.. AVHRR vegetation index is
given by:
VI = Ch2 - Chi o r

N D V I = (Ch2 - Chi) / (Ch2 + Chi)

RADAR
RADAR (RAdio Detection And Ranging). An active form of RS. Uses long wavelength to
penetrate forest canopy and cloud or fog. Can image. Plan position indicator (PPI) is conventional
sweeping arc radar. Doppler-shift radar (used by police speed guns). Imaging - synthetic aperture
radar (SAR). Pulses of certain frequency EM pulse (microwave usually) can be directed (high
freqencies). Pulse reflects off target back to antenna for processing.
PPI: p r e -WW2, conventional sweeping arc, gives direction and distance of an object.
Doppler-shift: wavelength of EM affected by velocity of target. Target towards (blue shift) or target
moving away (red shift). Multanovas use this. Modern PPI also uses it.
Imaging radar: antenna sends pulses and listens between them. Images produced are different to
spectral images. Image is essentially a texture map.
How does RADAR work?
Antenna, target, transmitter geometry. RADAR detects time and thus distance. We might also be
interested in phase, amplitude, polarity (this is recent).
Surface Interaction.
Diffuse gives more return, specular gives little return. Corner reflector (cube corner) gives
misleading reflection data.
Antennas.
A point source antenna gives full wrap and no direction. Small length antenna gives some side wrap.
Longer antennas give least side wrap.

Range resolution.
Pulse lengthening reduces resolution. Objects closer together than half a pulse width cannot be
distinguished. Further objects have poorer resolution due to slant-angle but slant-range resolution
stays constant.
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Remember that the beam is directed. Beam width increases with distance from source. Ideally it
would behave like a laser, but it doesn't in reality.
Small antennas can be used many times, then complex mathematical treatment applied to mimic a
larger antenna. This is called Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). SAR uses lots of little antennas
(almost point sources) to get good spatial resolution. It checks the Doppler shift for all of the info and
eliminates anything that isn't directly sideways of the plane (this is how it gets good spatial resolution
without the disadvantage or side wrap).
Images.
RADAR images show texture. Water and other near specular reflectors look black. Textured surfaces
appear lighter. Images are greyscale.
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A cube-corner reflector looks like this on a RADAR image.
Global Positioning System
No notes taken.

